We are the booking
company
Inspired by your experience we deliver eﬃcient
meeting room reservation.

DAY 1

Use the solution
from day one

BOOK

Catch the future get into AR!

Fast and easy
booking

Subscribe

Forget about expensive hardware

Reserve your rooms in second-

Generate your room markers

Choose smart and innovative solution

Check-in / Check-out easily

Start using Bookado

Be green and safe electric power

Adjust meeting time with two clicks

From idea to working solution

View rooms availability data

Have your private assistant right

in one day!

in Augmented Reality

in your pocket

Bookado is SaaS Product

Your benefits

Bookado is a SaaS product solving numerous problems, simplifying

Safe time of your employees and let

the room booking process in any organization. Thanks to Bookado,

them focus on important activities

employees can focus on their tasks, not on repetitive activities related
to room reservation.

Avoid conﬂicts and frustration while
using meeting rooms
Increase eﬃciency and get rid of
unused bookings
Deploy solution in one day by using

Booking rooms sounds like a trivial task but many years of

new innovative approach instead of

experience in organisations from small to large ones show, that

displays

it’s far from trivial. Having a tool like Bookado makes meeting

Easy in use, no training required

comfortable without hassle and additional stress. We save time
but for most we make our working environment healthier

Krzysztof, Managing Director, ValueLogic sp. z o.o.

How it works
Smart Office stars here

Better efficiency

Be ahead of your competition thanks

More users reserve their ad-hoc meetings
This reduces number of potential conﬂicts and allow to focus
on meeting goal

to new and smart technology. Make your
oﬃce space smarter!

Meeting earlier results in taking decisions faster

Subscribe today
Find and book a meeting room
in up to 10s instead of minutes

SaaS solution

Book on a go, using your mobile

Build on reliable and secure Microsoft Azure platform

device

Integrates with your organization’s MS Oﬃce 365 calendar

Pay monthly a constant fee starting

Employees use their mobile devices and enterprise login

from 5EUR (excl. VAT) per room

& password to login

Check yourself and contact us
to start your FREE trial
Microsoft Oﬃce 365

Bookado
Calendar

Azure Active
Directory

is a product designed and built by
professionals with intention to change
the oﬃce space into a smart space, that
helps employees to focus on their

Microsoft Azure

business tasks and reduce manual eﬀort
– waste.

Bookado
WEB APP
SERVICES

Bookado sp. z o.o.
ul. Szybowcowa 31
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contact@bookado.io

54-130 Wrocław
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https://bookado.io

